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Abstract: The free online encyclopedia Wikipedia is one of the most successful collaborative web projects. It is based on an open editing model, which allows everyone to
edit the articles directly in the web browser. As a result of the open concept, undesirable contributions like vandalism cannot be ruled out. These contributions reduce the article quality temporarily, consume system resources and cause effort for correcting. To
address these problems, this paper introduces an approach for automatic editing rights
management in Wikipedia that assigns editing rights according to the reputation of the
author and the quality of the article to be edited. The analysis shows that this approach
reduces undesirable contributions significantly while valuable contributions are nearly
unaffected.

1 Introduction
The free online encyclopedia Wikipedia is one of the most successful and famous collaborative web projects. It consists of more than 17 million encyclopedic articles in
more than 270 languages overall [Wikipedia 2011]. The main characteristic of Wikipedia is the wiki concept, which allows everyone to edit the articles directly in the web
browser [Cunningham/Leuf 2001]. Contributions are published without any control
[Wikipedia 2011]. On the one hand, this open editing model attracts many voluntary
web users who maintain and update the content of Wikipedia. On the other hand, undesirable edits like vandalism or spam cannot be ruled out [Denning et al. 2005]. Such
edits harm Wikipedia in different ways: firstly, the article quality is reduced temporarily, secondly, system resources are consumed unnecessarily and thirdly, effort for correcting the articles is required. To avoid undesirable edits, Wikipedia administrators are
able to ban malicious users or protect frequently vandalized articles from editing. However, these methods do not prevent undesirable edits effectively. A detailed analysis of
the editing process in Wikipedia shows that about one third of the contributions in Wikipedia is short-lived and therefore can be judged as undesirable.
For that reason, many scientific papers have addressed problems with the quality of
Wikipedia’s content over the past few years. Some of these publications are involved in
automatic detection of vandalism in Wikipedia (e.g. [Potthast et al. 2008], [Priedhorsky
et al. 2007], [Smets et al. 2008], [Viégas et al. 2004]) These approaches can be used by
Wikipedia bots to revert vandalism automatically. Further publications focus on the development of metrics for an automatic quality assessment to improve the quality transparency in Wikipedia (e.g. [Blumenstock 2008], [Dondio/Barrett 2007], [Lih 2004],
[Lim 2006], [Wöhner/Peters 2009], [Zeng et al 2006]). [Javanmardi et al. 2010], [Adler
et al. 2007] as well as [Wöhner et al. 2011] analyze approaches for an automatic reputation assessment in order to evaluate the editing behavior of Wikipedia authors. However, the main focus of currently known approaches is the detection and the revision of
vandalized articles, but they are not suitable to prevent undesirable edits.
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Therefore, in this paper, a models for an automatic editing rights management (ERM)
to prevent undesirable contributions is introduced. The editing rights are assigned according to the reputation of authors and the quality of articles to be edited. The approach is evaluated by means of a simulation on the basis of the Wikipedia dataset.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the formal notation
that is used to model Wikipedia and describes an approach to detect undesirable contributions. Section 3 provides the models for ERM and Section 4 evaluates this approach.
The evaluation includes a description of the evaluation method and a discussion of the
results. Finally, Section 5 presents a conclusion of the findings and shortly discusses
the future work.

2 Transient and Persistent Contributions
In this paper undesirable contributions to Wikipedia articles are identified by a new approach that is based on the discrimination between persistent and transient contributions. This approach has been already discussed in a previous study in more detail
[Wöhner et al. 2011]. Persistent contributions outlast a significant period of time ∆t
without being reverted. Therefore, it can be assumed that these contributions are accepted by the Wikipedia Community and improve the article quality. In contrast, transient contributions are rejected by the Community within the same period of time ∆t.
Hence, the contributions can be assessed as undesirable and do not contribute to the advancement of Wikipedia. Since contributions such as vandalism or spam are generally
reverted within a very short period of time (three minutes) [Viégas et al. 2004], these
edits are captured by the transient contributions.
The calculation method for persistent and transient contributions is exemplified in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Determination of persistent contributions
The computation is based on different text comparisons. In order to calculate text differences the common Hunt and McIlroy algorithm [Hunt/McIlroy 1975] is used on
word level. In this context a word denotes the sequence of characters between two whitespaces. At first, for a given version j of article i both the deleted text del(i,j,j-1) and
the added text add(i,j,j-1) in comparison to the predecessor version j-1 is calculated.
Subsequently, the difference texts del(i,j’,j-1) and add(i,j’,j-1) are determined, where j’
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is the most recent successor that exists after the time interval ∆t. These two difference
texts describe the modification of the article within ∆t.
Afterwards, the common texts between add(i,j,j-1) and add(i,j’,j-1) as well as between
del(i,j,j-1) and del(i,j’,j-1) is determined. This comparison calculates the portion of the
contribution which is contained in the total article modifications done within ∆t. This
portion is classified as persistent and the remaining portion as transient. The number of
characters of the persistent contribution is referred to as pers(i,j), while trans(i,j) denotes the number of characters of the transient contribution. The efficiency eff(i,j) describes the percentage of persistently changed characters in version j of article i.
In the experiments the time interval ∆t of two weeks is used. An empirical analysis described in a previous publication shows that the time interval of two weeks is the most
suitable one [Wöhner et al. 2011].

3 Editing Rights Management
The goal of ERM is to decide automatically whether or not a given author is permitted
to edit a given article. The intention is to block transient contributions while persistent
contributions are permitted. However, both sub-goals cannot be simultaneously
achieved perfectly, since most of the edits in Wikipedia comprise persistent as well as
transient contributions. A tradeoff between blocked transient contributions and permitted persistent contributions can be achieved by parameterizing the ERM. The suggested
approach for ERM combines two models: the reputation based ERM and the quality
based ERM. Both models are deduced from findings of previous studies
([Wöhner/Peters 2009] and [Wöhner et al. 2011])
3.1 Reputation based Editing Rights Management
Reputation based ERM assigns editing rights based on the reputation of the author.
Hence, according to the knowledge about the author’s reputation it can be distinguished
between the informed reputation based ERM and the uninformed reputation based
ERM.
3.1.1 Informed Reputation based Editing Rights Management
The informed reputation based ERM is employed for all authors who have already contributed to Wikipedia before and thus their reputation can be assessed by means of their
previous edits. A significant metric for reputation assessment is the average efficiency
avgeffa of the contributions done by the given author a [Wöhner et al. 2011]. Therefore,
within the informed reputation based ERM an author a is blocked if avgeffa is less than a
given threshold efficiency effτ. The parameter effτ defines the strictness of the ERM and
determines the relation between the permitted persistent contributions and the blocked
transient contributions.
3.1.2 Uninformed Reputation based Editing Rights Management
Numerous edits in Wikipedia are performed by authors whose reputation is unknown.
This includes anonymous edits as well as the first edits of registered users. For these
contributions, the editing rights are deduced from the number of characters to be deleted |del(i,j)| and the number of characters to be added |add(i,j)|.
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Rules for the uninformed reputation based ERM can be identified by using machine
learning algorithms on the basis of edits with an already known efficiency. In this
work, the rule-based classification algorithm Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce
Error Reduction (RIPPER) [Cohen 1995] is applied to classify low-efficient (eff<effτ)
and high-efficient edits (eff >=effτ). In this way, typical patterns of |del(i,j)| and
|add(i,j)| of low efficient edits are identified. Based on these patterns the editing rights
are assigned.
However, the obtained rules depend on the defined strictness of the ERM (effτ) and
cannot be defined generally.
3.2 Quality based Editing Rights Management
An isolated use of the reputation based ERM results in a very strict assignment of editing rights, since authors whose first edit is of low efficiency are excluded from further
contributions. To overcome this problem the reputation based ERM is combined with
the quality based ERM. The quality based ERM defines editing rights with respect to
the quality of the article. While low-quality articles can be edited without any restrictions, the editing rights for high-quality articles are assigned by means of the reputation
based ERM.
The advantage of this approach is that low-reputation authors can improve their reputation by contributing to low-quality articles. In that case, potential undesirable edits
cause only less harm since the articles are already of low quality. Furthermore, a previous study shows that with increasing maturity and quality of articles, transient contributions become more frequent since the acceptance for new contributions within the
Wikipedia community declines [Wöhner/Peters 2009]. Hence, the editing rights for this
relevant part of Wikipedia are controlled by the quality based ERM.
A previous study on quality assessment shows that the sum of the persistent contributions sumpersi of a given article i is a suitable quality indicator [Wöhner/Peters 2009]
that can be used for ERM. Thus, using the quality based ERM, an article i can be edited
without restrictions if sumpersi is less than a given threshold sumτ, persi; otherwise the
editing rights are assigned by the reputation based ERM.
Figure 2 summarizes the complete set of rules that combines the quality based and the
reputation based ERM.
sumpersi

< sum τ, pers i

>= sum τ, pers i
Author has
contributed before?

Edit is permitted
yes
avgpersa
< effτ
Edit is blocked

>= effτ

Editing rules defined
by machine learning
algorithms

Edit is permitted

Figure 2: Decision tree for ERM
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4 Evaluation
In this section, the evaluation method is described first and subsequently the results of
the evaluation of the described approach for ERM are discussed.
4.1 Evaluation Method
The proposed ERM has been evaluated by means of a simulation on the basis of the data of the German Wikipedia from 21st January 2008. To reduce the complexity of the
simulation a small representative data sample of Wikipedia has been selected. The
complete E-Business category including all sub-categories has been choosen. This data
sample contains 258 articles and 22,040 article versions in total. 9,610 edits are performed by anonymous users; the remaining edits are done by 2,889 registered users.
Since a complete category is used, it can be assumed that articles are edited by a quite
closed user community so that the number of authors with unknown reputation is reduced.
The evaluation is performed in several steps. Firstly, for all article versions i,j of the data sample pers(i,j) and trans(i,j) is calculated as described above. Subsequently, the development of the articles within the data sample is simulated under the assumption that
ERM is employed . For this purpose, all article versions are sorted by the creation date
and it is decided sequentially whether or not a given edit is permitted according to the
ERM. While doing so, the respective average efficiency of the authors avgpersa and the
sum of the persistent contributions of the articles sumpersi is calculated continuously to
determine both the current author reputation and the article quality. This calculation
does not consider edits that were blocked by the ERM. According to the amount of the
permitted persistent contribution sumpers and the permitted transient contribution
sumtrans within the simulation the effectiveness of the ERM can be assessed.
For the evaluation the ERM is parametrized with the aim to block edits with an efficiency eff(i,j) of less than 50%. The remaining edits should be permitted. Accordingly,
the threshold efficiency is defined as effτ = 0.5.
The computation of the rule set for the uninformed reputation based ERM should not
be based on the same data sample that is used for the evaluation of the ERM. Otherwise, there is the risk of overfitting. Therefore, the total available dataset is used to randomly select 10.000 edits of low efficiency and 10.000 edits of high efficiency done by
anonymous authors or registered users performing their first edit. The classification
rules obtained by the RIPPER algorithm, presented in Table 1, are applied for the uninformed reputation based ERM.
Condition

Decision
Blocking

2

|del(i,j)|<10 & |add(i,j)|>13
|del(i,j)| > 481 & |add(i,j)| <
305

3

Else

Permitting

1

Blocking

Table 2: Rules for uninformed reputation based ERM
Within the quality based ERM, a threshold quality of sumτ,persi = 5,000 is used for each
article. This parameter has been determined experimentally as follows: the simulation
described above is rerun, ceteris paribus; and sumpersi is increased by 500 in each run,
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starting at sumτ,persi = 500 to sumτ,persi = 50,000. We obtained the maximum difference
of sumtrans and sumpers at sumτ,persi = 5,000.
In a practical implementation in Wikipedia this parameter would be defined in advance
and could be estimated on the basis of past experience. Another more precise option is
to apply a user driven approach. Thus, for example, administrators could decide for
each article separately when it should be controlled by ERM. However, such an approach can be evaluated in the live system of Wikipedia only.
4.2 Results and Discussion
Table 2 presents the results of the simulation and compares the original development of
the articles in Wikipedia with the development applying ERM.
Original

ERM

5,475,196
(87.6%)
trans
3,288,820
999,828 (30.3%)
sum
Table 3: Persistent and transient contributions using ERM
sumpers

6,250,896

The analysis shows that the ERM effectively prevents undesirable edits. 70% of the
transient contribution is prevented, whereas only 13% of the persistent contribution is
blocked. The results indicate that articles evolve in a similar way applying ERM, whereas undesirable edits are reduced considerably and therefore the damage for Wikipedia
is limited.
Table 3 illustrates the accuracy of the ERM and shows how low efficient and high efficient edits are assessed by the ERM. In total, 77% of the edits are assessed correctly by
the ERM. Especially high efficient edits are predicted correctly. The true positive rate
amounts to 88.3%. In contrast, the weakness of the suggested ERM is the prediction of
low efficient edits, since 63.8% are permitted falsely (false positive rate).

Low efficient

Blocked

Permitted

1,719

3,032

High efficient
2,027
15,262
Table 4: Accuracy of ERM
However, a detailed analysis shows that especially short contributions with an efficiency of just under 50% are misclassified. Large contributions with a particularly low efficiency are classified correctly with a higher probability. Thus, 311 of the 471 edits that
consist of more than 500 characters and having an efficiency of less than 20% are
blocked correctly.
In the final analysis, the efficiency of blocked and permitted edits is compared. The average efficiency differs clearly. While blocked edits have an average efficiency of
about 54.4%, the efficiency of permitted edits amounts to 83.1% averagely. This evaluation finally proves the effectiveness of the provided approach for ERM.
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5 Conclusion
This paper first introduced two models for an automatic editing rights management in
order to restrict undesirable edits in Wikipedia. The reputation based editing rights
management assigns editing rights depending on the author’s reputation which is assessed by the average efficiency of his previous contributions. The quality based editing rights management restricts the editing of high quality articles whereas low quality
articles can be edited without any control. In this context, the quality of articles is assessed by the sum of persistent contributions to the article.
The proposed approach for editing rights management is evaluated by means of a simulation based on the dataset of Wikipedia. The evaluation shows the effectiveness of the
approach for ERM; 70% of the transient undesirable contributions are blocked, whereas
only 13% of the persistent valuable contributions are rejected falsely.
For future work, the proposed approach will be integrated into the MediaWiki Software
used by Wikipedia. Using this software prototype, the effectiveness of the approach
will be validated and the set of rules will be adjusted experimentally.
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